Day 1 Arriving Shanghai
On arrival, take a taxi and transfer back to your hotel, check in by using your passport and RTC travel voucher . The rest of the
day is free to relax.

Day 2 ShanghaiSuzhou ( Breakfast,Lunch )
Departure to SuZhou , the city of paradise, also known as Oriental Venice for its exquisite canals, artificial architectures and
elegant gardens. The 8 major gardens and temples constitute together the UNESCO for Suzhou. It is always a lavish city in
China. We will visit the 【Lingering Garden】, then enjoying a cruise along the ancient canal from the city to a picturesque
【Grand Canal】(Specified, selffinanced US$25/person, to be paid locally in China). After that, we will visit the 【Suzhou silk
factory】 and Suzhou research 【institute of silk embroidery】.
Optional activities: Grand Canal cruise (Optional $29/person)

Day 3 Suzhou ( Breakfast ,Lunch)
After breakfast, we continue our journey to Hangzhou; it is about 2.5 hrs. ride by Bus. Hangzhou, the city of natural beauty,
regarded by Chinese as the “Paradise on Earth”, the place of poetry motion honey moons and love stories and relaxes.
The city is composed of 6 sites rewarded together as the UNESCO heritage site. Our first stop today will be No.1 Tea
Plantation and taste the wellknown 【Dragon Well Tea】. Many study said that Green Tea is very good for people’s health.
The Dragon Well Tea is the best Green Tea in China. Our next stop will be 【West Lake】 the most beauty site in China; we
will take a boat ride on the lake to enjoy the breathtaking scenery
Drive back to Shanghai in the afternoon

Day 4 Hangzhou ( Breakfast,Lunch )
In the morning we will walk along the infamous 【Bund】, where lined by the colonial architectures of Euopean design, this
area is the best place to capture the western influences of the old days, it is now the "Wall Street of the East". Next stop,
【Shanghai Museum】. After lunch, we will visit the 【City God Temple Bazaar】, which is composed of specialty stores,

selling traditional Chinese arts and crafts, medicine and souvenirs. Tonight we enjoy the famous 【Shanghai ERA Show】
(optional)
Optional activities:Shanghai Acrobatic show with dinner package (Optional $39/person)
Day 5 Shanghai ( Breakfast,Lunch )
After breakfast transfer to the airport, departure Shanghai and head back home or extend your trip to other city in China.

